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Helping Students Cope with Stress
By the time the leaves change color, the school year is in full swing with
learning, football games, Halloween parties, extracurricular activities …
and stress.

Opening doors to
mental healthcare,
so people can cope,
heal, and thrive.

While the early months of school may provide many positive experiences,
it also brings the return of negative stressors which may trigger anxiety,
depression, or other mental health issues. Our kids are tasked with
managing a full schedule of assignments, projects, tests, sports, clubs,
and other extracurricular activities. And while these factors can be
overwhelming, there are less obvious stressors that students may be forced
to confront when school resumes in the fall. For example:
continued on page 2

School is essentially a full-time
job—one where students are
micro-managed in all aspects of
their day. They are expected to
succeed in their school obligations
while also managing their own
feelings and behavior. Without
the right support, emotional tools,
and coping strategies, this can be
a daunting task with a negative
impact on a student’s mental health
and well-being.
Here are some tips to support
your student as they navigate these
challenges:
School is in Session continued from page 1
Adjustment Issues—For kids who struggle with
adjusting to new settings and new people, school may
trigger a spike in anxiety. They may experience low
self-esteem and be self-conscious in their surroundings,
leading to feelings of self-doubt and worthlessness.
Learning or Behavioral Challenges—Students who
come to school with specific learning disabilities or
ADHD may find the process of learning, itself, a
grueling task. Depressive symptoms such as feelings of
hopelessness and lack of motivation may surface due to
the draining daily obligations they face at school.
Test Anxiety—For some students, taking a test is just
that—testing one’s knowledge about a specific subject
matter. For others though, a test is a judgement of
one’s self worth. That sense of worth applies not only
at school, but at home and in the world. For students
who experience test anxiety, there is a frightening
underlying meaning that our society assigns to a test—
that it is the gatekeeper to all future hopes, dreams,
and aspirations. Students are very aware that the grade
they receive is more than just a letter or number; it
can mean the difference between a happy parent or a
disappointed one. The test can guarantee an ice cream
treat, or a restriction in socializing with friends. The
test is the key to being accepted to college or working a
low paying and unfulfilling job.
Social Issues—The pressure to fit in with peers can be
anxiety-producing for some students. Having trouble
making friends may create feelings of isolation and
low self-esteem. Students who experience physical or
psychological bullying need the support of parents,
teachers and administrators. Working with a mental
health professional can help bullying victims heal from
their negative experiences and rebuild their self-esteem.

1. E
 stablish a routine: Having a structured family
routine promotes time management skills that help
students organize tasks associated with school.
Establishing a regular routine reduces anxiety by
providing a sense of stability and predictability.
A healthy routine should include “down time”
as well as time for homework, extracurricular,
social, and family commitments.
2. T
 alk about feelings: Parents can help their
children identify and cope with negative emotions
by talking openly about them. Encouraging your
child to tell you when they feel sad, worried,
frustrated, or angry, without fear of negative
repercussions, helps them understand emotions
and provides insight to gauge how well the child
is coping. Validating the child’s feelings also helps
them develop emotional intelligence, including
empathy and healthy self-esteem.
3. S eek professional help: A skilled therapist can
provide professional support when the academic
and interpersonal demands of school become
too much. Depending on the age of the child,
a therapist may use play therapy or cognitive
behavioral strategies to challenge negative thoughts,
build emotional resilience, strengthen social skills,
and learn stress management techniques.
At Youth & Family Counseling, we understand that
going back to school can be overwhelming and may
trigger mental health struggles that lie dormant over
the summer. Our therapists provide emotional support
to equip students—and their parents—with skills and
strategies to help cope with stress and manage the dayto-day responsibilities of school life.

THE
TEEN
BRAIN
Is Your Child Under Too Much Stress?
How can you tell when your child
is having trouble managing stress?
For young children, signs of stress
include:
• Having frequent tantrums or
seeming irritable more often
than usual.
• Complaining about frequent
stomachaches or headaches
with no known medical cause.
• Appearing to be in constant
motion and having trouble
sitting quietly—except when
watching videos or playing
videogames.
• Sleeping too much or too little
or seeming tired throughout the
day.
• Having frequent nightmares.
• Expressing fears or worries
more than usual.
• Showing little interest in
playing with other children,
or having difficulty making
friends.
• Struggling academically or
experiencing a decline in
grades.
• Repeating actions out of fear
that something bad may happen
(e.g. repeatedly checking that
things are as they should be).

For older children and adolescents,
stress symptoms include:
• Loss of interest in things they
used to enjoy.
• Feeling or exhibiting a lack of
energy.
• Sleeping too much or too little,
or seeming tired throughout the
day.
• Spending more and more time
alone.
• Avoiding social activities with
friends or family.
• Being overly concerned about
gaining weight.
• Dieting or exercising
excessively.
• Engaging in self-harm
behaviors such as cutting or
burning their skin.
• Smoking, drinking, or using
drugs.
• Engaging in risky or destructive
behavior alone or with friends.
• Having periods of elevated
energy and activity, and
requiring less sleep than usual.
• Having thoughts of suicide.*
• Saying that they think someone
is trying to control their mind,
or that they hear things that
other people cannot hear.

*Serious symptoms, such as expressing thoughts of suicide, require prompt
professional attention.
Source: The National Institute of Mental Health

•	The teen brain is ready to learn
and adapt but it won’t be fully
mature until the mid-to-late 20’s.
The prefrontal cortex—the part of
the brain responsible for planning
and controlling impulses—is one
of the last areas to mature.
•	The important development
the brain undergoes during
adolescence may partly explain
why mental disorders (such
as depression, anxiety, eating
disorders, schizophrenia and
bipolar disorder) tend to emerge
during the teenage and early adult
years.
•	Teens need more sleep than adults.
Ideally, teens should sleep 9–10
hours each night, but the “sleep
hormone” melatonin rises later
in the evening for teens than it
does for adults and most children,
causing teens to feel sleepy later
in the evening. Melatonin levels
also fall later in the morning for
teens, making it more difficult for
them to wake up when the alarm
goes off. Despite these challenges,
getting adequate sleep should be
a priority because a lack of sleep
makes paying attention in school
difficult, increases impulsivity, and
may also contribute to irritability
and depression.
Source: The National Institute of Mental Health

EVENTS
Thank you to all who made our 2019 Night in
Havana Gala a great success! Guests arrived in
colorful Cuban-inspired attire and enjoy mojitos,
lively auction bidding and salsa dancing to a
9-piece Latin band. The event raised more than
$155,000 to provide mental health counseling for
the Lake County families who depend on our services.
Saturday, September 14

Special thanks to Gala Co-Chairs, Anne Brandt and Maria Rill, and our
Ivanhoe Club sponsors, Bill and Michelle Krumm. Please visit our website to
view our Night in Havana photo album and see a complete list of our sponsors
and committee members.

LOOK WHO’S JOINED OUR TEAM
John Wilcox joined our Board of Directors in September. John
brings a wealth of finance and operations experience honed
during his 34-year career at Allstate Insurance, where he
is Vice President of Operational Analytics in the company’s
Finance Department. John has been married to Lori for 33
years. Their son, John, is a zookeeper at the Gulf Breeze
Zoo in Florida, and their daughter, Rachel, is a senior at the
University of Colorado studying business. John enjoys most outdoor activities,
especially golfing, skiing, scuba diving, and biking.
Lisa Fa’amasino, our new Office Manager, joined our team
in August. Lisa brings valuable administrative skills as
well as a passion for helping others and contributing to
YFC’s operations and growth. Lisa married her high school
sweetheart, Dave, 20 years ago in October. They have a son,
David, who is currently enrolled at College of Lake County,
and a Bullmastiff fur-baby named Luca. Lisa loves spending
time with family, decorating, finding amazing deals on decor, watching
football, and anything that reminds her of warm weather and sunshine—
oceans, palm trees, etc.

PARTNER WITH US FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE!
There are many ways to partner with Youth & Family Counseling to build
awareness of, and support for, mental health issues right here in Lake County.

Leadership Circle

New in 2019, Leadership Circle members are committed advocates who
build awareness and inspire others through their dedication and generosity.
Membership has many benefits including the opportunity to help inform
our future strategic direction. (Leadership Circle members give $1,000 or
more annually.) For more information, please contact Kristin Keramidas at
kkeramidas@counselingforall.org.

YFC Auxiliary

The YFC Auxiliary is a dynamic and fun group of women who help plan our
annual Gala, including auctions (live and silent), raffle, event theme, venue,
entertainment and menu. For more information, please contact Bunny Weber
at bweber@counselingforall.org.

Host an Introduction Party

Invite your friends to attend a casual gathering at your home to learn more
about mental health and Youth & Family Counseling. You provide light
refreshments, and we bring a therapist to discuss a topic you choose from
a list of options. For more information, please contact Janelle Moravek at
jmoravek@counselingforall.org.

Youth & Family Counseling
1113 S. Milwaukee Ave., #104
Libertyville, IL 60048
Phone: (847) 367-5991
CounselingForAll.org
Youth & Family Counseling helps people
of all ages and all walks of life cope with
life’s challenges and heal from traumatic
events. We believe everyone should
have access to mental health treatment
when they need it—the well-being of
our children, families and communities
depends on it.
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